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In this paper, we consider a generic hidden sector which interacts only gravitationally with Standard 
Model particles. We show that quantum gravity leads to operators which can be probed with fifth force 
type experiments. The Eöt-Wash torsion pendulum experiment implies that the masses of any scalar field 
or any massive spin-2 field that couples with the usual gravitational strength to the energy-momentum 
tensor of the Standard Model must be larger than 10−3 eV. This has interesting consequences for models 
of dark matter which posit very light scalar fields. Dark matter must be heavier than 10−3 eV if it is a 
scalar field or a massive spin-2 field.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

The possibility of a hidden sector of particles beyond the Standard Model is a very interesting speculation which could potentially 
account for the missing dark matter that we know interacts very weakly with the particles of the Standard Model. From a theoretical 
point of view, hidden sectors are expected in many extensions of the Standard Model, ranging from grand unified theories to models that 
incorporate gravity such as string theory.

In this paper we make a very simple point. As gravity is universal, any hidden sector must interact to some level with the fields of the 
Standard Model. We will argue that gravitational interactions must lead to effective operators that connect Standard Model fields to fields 
of the hidden sector. We show that these interactions are sufficient to set a limit on the mass of any scalar or tensor field of a hidden 
sector.

In this paper, we will consider a generic hidden sector that consists of scalar fields φi , pseudo-scalars fields ai , vector bosons Bμ,i (with 
a corresponding field strength Bμν,i which are anti-symmetrical in their two indices), spinors χi which could be Dirac or Majorana fields, 
and spin-2 fields tμν,i (which are symmetrical in their two indices). We will show that gravity will induce interactions between any of 
these fields and the Standard Model particles. Some of these interactions could be searched for with tension pendulum experiments such 
as the Eöt-Wash experiment [1–3].

In particular, we shall use the fact that the Eöt-Wash experiment sets a strong bound on the mass m of a new light field which leads 
to a fifth force type of interaction between Standard Model particles. This experiment probes deviation from the 1/r Newton potential. 
The deviation is parametrized as V (r) = −G m1m2

r (1 +ω exp(−r/λ)). For ω = 1 which corresponds to a fifth force with a coupling constant 
of gravitational strength, the non-observation of a deviation from the 1/r potential leads to a bound on λ which must be smaller than 
0.03 cm or equivalently on the mass of the new particle responsible for the mediation of the fifth force m = 1/λ > 4 ×10−3 eV ∼ 10−3 eV.

We will discuss both perturbative and nonperturbative quantum gravitational effects using a very conservative approach. The per-
turbative quantum gravitational calculations are based on the effective field theory approach to quantum gravity which enables model 
independent calculations. In the case of nonperturbative quantum gravitational effects, we simply classify operators in terms of symme-
tries.

This paper is organized as follows, we first discuss perturbative quantum gravitational effects showing that they are too weak to lead 
to any bound on a hypothetical hidden sector. We then turn our attention to nonperturbative effects and show that quantum gravity leads 
to an interesting bound on the masses of any scalar field or massive spin-2 field belonging to this hidden sector. Finally we conclude.
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2. Perturbative quantum gravity

In this section we work within the framework of the effective quantum gravitational action [4–11] which is given by

�[g] = �L[g] + �NL[g], (1)

where the local part of the action is given by

�L =
∫

d4x
√

g

[
1

16πG N
R + LM + c1(μ)R2 + c2(μ)Rμν Rμν + c3(μ)Rμναβ Rμναβ

]
, (2)

where LM is the matter sector Lagrangian containing all of the matter fields and the non-local part of the action by

�NL = −
∫

d4x
√

g

[
αR log

( �
μ2

)
R + βRμν log

( �
μ2

)
Rμν + γ Rμναβ log

( �
μ2

)
Rμναβ

]
, (3)

where μ is a renormalization scale, see e.g. [12]. This effective action is obtained by integrating out the one-loop quantum fluctuations of 
the graviton. Focussing on the local part of the action and mapping it to the Einstein frame, one obtains after linearization:

S =
∫

d4x

[(
−1

2
hμν�hμν + 1

2
h μ
μ �h ν

ν − hμν∂μ∂νh α
α + hμν∂ρ∂νhρ

μ

)
(4)

−
(

−1

2
kμν�kμν + 1

2
k μ
μ �k ν

ν − kμν∂μ∂νk α
α + kμν∂ρ∂νkρ

μ

− M2
2

2

(
kμνkμν − k α

α k β
β

))

+1

2
∂μσ∂μσ − M2

0

2
σ 2 − √

8πG N(hμν + kμν + 1√
3
σημν)T μν

]
,

where the masses of the spin-2 kμν and spin-0 σ fields are given by

M2
2 = M2

P

−2c2
, M2

0 = M2
P

4(3c1 + c2)
. (5)

Furthermore, T μν is the sum of the energy momentum tensor of the Standard Model T μν
S M and that of the hidden sector T μν

H . If the fields 
kμν and σ are heavy, they will lead to contact interactions between fields of the Standard Model and that of the hidden sector even if we 
do not introduce couplings between these sectors at tree level. For example, in the case of the spin-0 field, perturbative quantum gravity 
leads to operators of the type

O pert = 8π

M2
P M2

0

T S M T H (6)

These are dimension 8 operators and they are suppressed by four powers of the Planck mass. Bounds from the torsion pendulum Eöt-Wash 
experiment on 3c1 + c2 are rather weak, all that is known is that 3c1 + c2 ≤ 1061, but even in the most optimistic case, these operators 
are essentially irrelevant for any low energy experiment.

If the only coupling between the Standard Model and the hidden sector is via gravitational interactions, it is easy to see that graviton 
loops will also induce operators that are suppressed by at least four powers of the Planck mass. Furthermore, they will be suppressed by 
powers of 1/(16π2) depending on the loop order. Perturbative quantum gravity effects can only lead to minute interactions between the 
Standard Model fields and those of the hidden sector. As these interactions are described by operators of dimension 8, they cannot be 
relevant to low energy experiments. We shall see very soon that nonperturbative effects can lead to much stronger interactions.

3. Nonperturbative quantum gravity

While, as we have just seen, perturbative quantum gravitational effects will at best generate dimension 8 operators linking the Standard 
Model sector to the hidden sector if the coupling between the two sectors is only gravitational, nonperturbative effects could generate 
operators of lesser dimensions which could thus be of relevance to low energy physics experiments.

Nonperturbative effects in quantum gravity are still poorly understood, but given our experience of strongly coupled quantum field 
theoretical systems such as quantum chromodynamics, we are able to make a few model independent predictions. If quantum gravity 
effects such as quantum black holes or wormholes lead to new interactions between the Standard Model fields and those of a hypothetical 
hidden sector, these effects must vanish in the limit of M P going to infinity [13,14,16,17]. This implies that dimension four operators must 
be exponentially suppressed and proportional to e−M P . Higher dimensional operators must be suppressed by powers of the Planck scale. 
Note that there is no loop suppression factor as these operators are expected to be generated via nonperturbative effects. The Wilson 
coefficients of these operators are thus expected to be of order one.

It has been argued that nonperturbative effects corresponding to virtual quantum black holes or wormholes could even lead to opera-
tors that may not respect global symmetries [13–15]. In that case, it has been argued but not proven, that the Wilson coefficients could 
be further suppressed by a factor e−S [15]. Here, S is the action of gravitational instanton responsible for the symmetry breaking. We will 
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focus on operators that do not violate any global symmetry, there is thus no ground to expect such a suppression. For example, quantum 
black hole production during the scattering of high energetic particles has been shown not to be exponentially suppressed [18]. There 
is thus no obvious reason to expect that the Wilson coefficients ci of the operators considered here should be suppressed and they are 
expected to be of order one as explained previously. As gravity is universal, we expect the Wilson coefficients to be identical for all fields.

We are interested in operators that connect fields from the Standard Model with those of the hidden sector creating a portal between 
the two sectors. These interactions can be organized according to the dimension of the effective operators generated by gravitational 
nonperturbative effects. Obviously such operators must be compatible with the space-time symmetries, such as Lorentz invariance, and 
the gauge symmetries of the Standard Model.

These few facts enable us to classify all possible operators given the particle content of the Standard Model and that of the hidden 
sector. We use H to denote the SU(2) Higgs doublet, F μν

Y to denote the field strength of the hyperphoton Aμ . The field strength of the 
SU(2) gauge bosons is denoted by Fμν,2 while that of QCD is denoted by Gμν . We use �L and �R to denote respectively the left and 
right-handed fermion fields of the Standard Model. We now present the lowest order operators which connect the Standard Model to a 
hidden sector composed of scalar fields φi , pseudo-scalar fields ai , fermions χi , massive vector fields Bμ,i and massive spin-2 tensor fields 
tμν,i .

• Hidden sector scalar fields.
The Higgs portal coupling enables a coupling to scalar fields φi via a dimension four operator, however such operators must vanish in 
the limit where M P → ∞. We thus have

O 1 = cse−M P /μH† Hφiφ j, (7)

where μ is some low energy scale. We thus expect this operator to be extremely suppressed and irrelevant for all practical purposed.
Dimension five operators can be generated via scalar fields of the hidden sector coupling either to the Lagrangian of the Standard 
Model L S M or to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor T μν

S M

O 2 = cs

√
4πG N

4
φi LS M (8)

O 3 = cs

√
4πG N

4
φi T S M . (9)

Note that the trace of the gauge sector of the tree level energy-momentum tensor vanishes. The most important operator is
√

4πG N

4
csφi Gαβ Gαβ (10)

as it leads to a fifth force between regular matter particles. The Eöt-Wash experiment implies that the mass of φ must be larger than 
10−3 eV. As emphasized already, these operators do not violate any symmetry. As explained above, there is no reason to expect an 
exponential suppression of the Wilson coefficient cs and it should be of order one.

• Hidden sector pseudo-scalar fields
Here we focus on the couplings of pseudo-scalar fields ai (axion like particles) to the Standard Model:

O 4 =
√

4πG N

4
(cpsai Fαβ,Y F̃ αβ

Y + cpsai Fαβ,2 F̃ αβ

2 + cpsai Fαβ,G F̃ αβ
G ) (11)

O 5 = πG N

4
cps∂μai�̄Rγ μγ 5 H�L (12)

O 6 = πG N

4
cps∂μai∂

μai H† H . (13)

There are only weak bounds on axion like particles coupling to F F̃ if the suppression scale is of the order of the Planck mass as 
assumed here. The superradiance instability of astrophysical black holes excludes masses of axion like particles in the range 6 ×
10−13 eV to 10−11 eV [19].

• Hidden sector fermions

O 7 =
√

4πG N

4
cχ χ̄iσμνχi F μν

Y (14)

O 8 = πG N

4
cχ χ̄iχi�̄R H�L (15)

The mass of such fermions is unconstrained as any cross-section with regular matter is of the order of 1/M2
P . Note that they do not 

lead to a new force.
• Hidden sector vector fields

O 9 = cB e−M P /μF μν
Y Bμν,i, (16)

where μ is some low energy scalar of the order of the mass of the Bμ
i boson. We thus expect the coupling between the two U(1) 

sectors to be exponentially suppressed if it is of gravitational origin. There are only weak bounds on the masses of extra U(1) massive 
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photons from the superradiant instability of astrophysical black holes. Masses in the range 10−13 eV to 3 × 10−13 eV are disfavored 
[19].
If the vector field does not carry a new charge, we can add πG N

4 �̄RγμH�L Bμ to our list. This operator would mediate a long range 
force if the mass of Bμ is light enough albeit it would be suppressed by a factor v/M P where v = 246 GeV is the Higgs boson’s 
vacuum expectation. Such a weak fifth force is not constrained by torsion pendulum experiments. A pseudo-vector coupling of the 
type πG N

4 �̄Rγμγ5 H�L Bμ
i would have the same chiral suppression.

• Hidden sector spin-2 massive fields

O 10 =
√

4πG N

4

(
ctti,μν(F μα

Y F ν
α,Y − 1

4
ημν Fαβ,Y F αβ

Y ) (17)

+ctti,μν(F μα
2 F ν

α,2 − 1

4
ημν Fαβ,2 F αβ

2 )

+ctti,μν(GμαGν
α − 1

4
ημνGαβ Gαβ)

)

O 11 =
√

4πG N

4
ctti,μν

((
−1

2
∂α H†∂α H − V (H† H)

)
gμν + ∂μH†∂ν H

)
(18)

O 12 =
√

4πG N

4
ctti,μν

(
i�̄Rγ μ∂ν�L − ημν�̄R(iγ α∂α − m)�L

)
. (19)

As for the scalar field, these operators lead to a fifth force and the Eöt-Wash experiment implies that the masses of massive spin-2 
fields ti,μν must be larger than 10−3 eV. As in the case of the scalar fields, these operators do not violate any symmetry. There is no 
reason to expect that the Wilson coefficients ct are not of order one.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Gravity is universal and will thus generate interactions between the Standard Model and any hypothetical hidden sector. Remarkably 
and despite its weakness, gravity has very deep implications for fields of any hidden sector. In particular, we have shown that quantum 
gravity will generate an interaction between regular matter and any field of a hidden sector. In the case of scalars and tensor fields from 
a hidden sector, the Eöt-Wash torsion pendulum experiment implies that the masses of these boson fields are heavier than 10−3 eV 
independently of whether they are a form of dark matter or not. On the other hand, the masses of massive vector fields, pseudo-scalars 
and fermions from a hidden sector remain unconstrained. Quantum gravity will not generate a sizable interaction between U(1) sectors as 
such interactions would be represented by dimension four operators which must be exponentially suppressed.

Gravity is expected to be the weakest force in nature [20]. However, even if we were willing to accept interactions between the 
Standard Model fields and a hidden sector that are weaker than gravity, gravity would still generate measurable interactions between 
scalar fields and massive spin-2 fields from a hidden sector and regular matter if these bosons are very light. This has remarkable 
implications for the dark matter sector if it is composed by such particles. These dark matter fields must be heavier than 10−3 eV.
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